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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel networking technology
by which the network can be controlled according to the demands
of the applications. Virtualization and resource management
method based on GMPLS enable to independently operate
multiple virtual networks upon a common physical network. A
server called Physical Network Manager (PN Manager) collects
resource and traffic measurement information and constructs
the IP topology by setting up optical paths. It provides API
in order for Virtual Network Agents (VN Agents) to design
and adapt the virtual network topologies in accordance to the
application-specific traffic demands. In this paper, we show a
design of a VN Agent that provides a basic set of functions that
enables application-defined network control. Through experiment
conducted upon a nation-wide testbed, we have successfully
proven that by VN Agent using the PN Manager API, multiple
virtual networks can be independently operated with sufficient
performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the past decade, we have seen many times a new
application appeared and gave new way of using the internet
technology. Each time the applications brought change to the
traffic pattern of the IP network, network operators had to
adapt their network equipments, topology settings and protocol
configurations in order to optimize the performance and the
cost. However, it is assumed that much more innovative
applications with diverse traffic characteristics may emerge
in the future. For example, video applications may transmit
uncompressed high-definition video streaming with consuming
several gigabits per second. On the other hand, communica-
tions of sensor nodes and RFID tags emit very small amount
of traffic but they require the network to accommodate an
enormous number of terminals. Constructing and operating
independent physical networks for each of the applications
cost too much that we might not be able to deliver the full
experience of the applications to the users. Without solving
this problem, we cannot benefit from the emerging applications
in the future. Therefore, future networks should be installed
efficiently by sharing a common physical network, but at the
same time it should offer open and individual control that cope
with each of the different demands of various applications.

Network virtualization[1] is a technology that slices the
resources of a single physical network (PN) in order to overlay
multiple virtual networks (VNs). VNs will be used individually
as if there are different set of network equipments prepared for
them. By introducing virtualization, network providers expect

quick launch of cost-efficient network services by sharing
physical network resources.

Some technologies are proposed and actually deployed
mainly in R&E testbeds for experimental purposes[2], [3].
However, there are still issues left to be solved in order for the
practical deployment in carrier’s production networks. From
the viewpoint explained above, requirements for the network
virtualization architecture can be derived as follows:

(1) Isolation: VNs should provide high-performance
enough to accommodate bandwidth-intensive applications
such as HD class video. Simple IP convergence might cause
conflicts between the flows.(2) Open control: VN operators
desire freedom to design the topology of VNs in accordance
to the changing traffic demands. However, conflicts and con-
tentions may happen if operators of each VN directly configure
the shared network simultaneously. Furthermore, not many ser-
vice managers are skilled enough to configure nodes without
errors. They only want to know where the nodes are placed,
not the detailed network information such as interface devices
and running protocols.(3) Quickness:although transport layer
is already shared in some part of the current carrier networks,
usually allocating transport resources to service managers
takes a lot of time for inter-department negotiation. To foster
novel services and applications, network is required to be
provisioned and reconfigured in quick response to the demand.
(4) Dynamic reallocation: amount of allocated resource to
VNs should be optimized according to the change of traffic
demands. For example, resources of a VN whose traffic is
decreasing can be returned and reallocated to a VN whose
traffic is increasing. This helps to optimize the total network
cost.

Previously, we had proposed a novel architecture of network
virtualization[4]. It assumes an IP-optical network as the
physical network consisted of GMPLS enabled IP routers
and optical cross-connects (OXCs) that can support signaling-
based automatic configuration of optical paths. A server entity
called the PNManager is responsible for collecting the
network resource information and setting up optical paths by
interworking with the network nodes. On the other hand, it
provides API for agents to obtain the portion of the resources
and utilize them to handle the application flows. Since the
PN Manager interfaces the network equipments on behalf
of the agents and provide network control functions based
on abstracted information that describes the network, various



types of agents can be developed easily using the API.
This paper focuses mainly on the design of a system called

V NAgent which provides a set of basic functions making
use of the PN Manager API, such as traffic matrix estimation
and VN topology reconfiguration. These functions enable to
design and optimize the VN topology in accordance to the
application-specific traffic demands. We also show the results
of the experiment that constructed and operated multiple VNs
upon a real IP-optical network using a Japanese national R&E
testbed. Through the experiment, we confirmed the benefits of
our proposal regarding the four requirements addressed above.

Next section illustrates the concept and benefits of our
network virtualization architecture, functionalities of the PN
Manager, and give description of the PN Manger API. In
section III, we show the design of the VN Agent, as well
as the operation cycle enabled by its functions. Section IV
shows the results of the experiment, and section V concludes
the paper.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE OF NETWORK

VIRTUALIZATION IN IP-OPTICAL NETWORKS

A. Virtual network topology

For the physical network infrastructure, we assume an IP-
optical network which is consisted of GMPLS[5] enabled
IP routers and optical cross connects (OXCs). This can be
prepared with ordinary products that are already available in
the market.

IP network of the VN, which we call the
V irtualNetworkTopology(V NT )[6], is formed by set
of optical paths those connect IP router pairs. In other words,
an optical path between an IP router pair is set up along the
OXCs, but when we look at it in the IP layer, this is a single
link between an IP router pair. Therefore, set of them will
form an IP network. VNTs constructed by optical paths are
shown in Fig. 1.

Optical paths between IP routers are established by trigger-
ing the GMPLS signaling (RSVP-TE [7]). On the other hand,
IP routers are sliced to support multiple VNs by the logical
router functionality. As soon as the optical path for a VN is set
up, IP routers are configured in order to associate the optical
path to logical router of the VN.

Configuring multiple set of optical paths in this manner
enables to provide multiple VNs upon a common PN. Since the
VNTs are formed by optical paths that are capable to provide
high bandwidth capacity, they can offer sufficient performance
to bandwidth-intense applications. Resource isolation in the
optical layer ensures to avoid traffic conflicts between VNs.
Furthermore, construction and the reconfiguration of VNTs are
done quickly because those are formed by optical paths that are
able to be setup automatically by GMPLS signaling, instead
of doing plugging and configuring each IP link manually.

B. Resource management

Resources used to setup optical paths are routers, OXCs,
fibers and wavelengths. Information of the existing resources
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Fig. 1. Construction of VNTs using the resources allocated from the PN
Manager.

are automatically collected by listening to OSPF-TE[8] adver-
tisement in GMPLS. For each unit of resource, the admin-
istrator of the PN will apply permission for VNs to obtain
them. Using the obtained resources, VN operators are allowed
to setup optical paths in order to form their own VNT.

Balance of the amount of resources allocated to each virtual
network can be modified flexibly by changing the permission
of each resource. This enables efficient utilization of the
resources in accordance to the change in traffic demands.

C. Physical Network Manager

Total control of the network virtualization is done by
a server entity called thePhysicalNetworkManager
(PNManager). PN Manager is responsible of resource man-
agement and optical path setup control. We assume another
server entity of an agent which provide network operation
functions such as topology design, traffic monitoring and
advanced traffic engineering of the VN. One instance of
the agent is responsible for one VN. Operators of VNs run
their own agent for operating their VN. Through agents, VN
operators can request allocation of the permitted resources to
the PN Manager. After VN operators design VNTs by editing
the optical path layouts using the allocated resources, agents
will request the setup of those paths to the PN Manager.
PN Manager is the only system that interfaces the network
equipments and executes the path setup on behalf of the agents.
According to the request from agents, it triggers the GMPLS
signaling (RSVP-TE) to setup optical paths.

Fig. 1 gives also an overview of the proposed architecture.
This architecture that decouples the VN operation from the PN
management enables the VNs to be operated with high degree
of freedom. Generally, VN operators such as application users
or service managers and PN operators such as the division
of transport layer management are different. Control of the



transport layer is not open to the application and service layer.
However, in our architecture, VN Operators can control their
VN not only in the IP layer but also in the optical layer, for
advanced optimization regarding the specific characteristics
of the application traffic flows. There are several reasons
for this. First, operations of VNs can be done individually
and simultaneously without any conflict because the allocated
resources for setting up optical paths are isolated in advance.
Each VN operator cannot be aware and make use of the
resources permitted to other VNs. Furthermore, PN operators
do not need to worry about the contention between the
network controls of multiple VNs even if they let the VN
operators setup optical paths. This is because agents do not
interface the network equipments directly. The control of
the network equipments is done only by the PN Manager.
Finally, operation of the VNs can be done without being
aware of the technological details that only the PN operators
are familiar to, because PN Manager provides the network
resource with simple abstracted information such as nodes and
edges. Another benefit of this architecture is that it enables
independent elaboration of each of the entities. For example,
PN Manager can support new protocols and vender specific
control interfaces. Agents can be enhanced to support novel
traffic engineering algorithms. For example, there are several
methods to estimate the traffic matrices from measured link
loads [9]. Optimized VNT regarding the estimated traffic
matrix can also be calculated by several methods, such as
heuristic algorithm [10], [11] and linear programming [12].
Note that the development of agents is made much easier
since they can be designed with treating the abstracted network
information. PN Manager can conceal the details of physical
network information such as running protocols and device
configurations.

D. PN Manager API

PN Manager provides API to let agents obtain resource and
request path setup for their VNTs. Description of the methods
allowed for the agents to invoke is described in table I.

We expect that various kinds of agents can be developed
using this API. One example is the future teleconference
system. Innovations in video transmission technologies now
enable high-resolution and bidirectional visual communication
[13]. We can experience high-presence because of not only the
HD class resolution, but also very low delay by uncompressed
transmission. Conversation between remote locations can be
done without stress since it avoids delay caused by encod-
ing and decoding. However, HD class uncompressed video
streaming over IP network consumes about 1.5 Gbps of the
bandwidth. Therefore, cooperation between video application
and the network control is seriously required. For this, the
teleconference system which provides functions such as con-
ference reservation and control of the streaming servers may
be extended to become the agent and work as the client of
the PN Manager API. Making use of the API, it may request
optical path setup for the video transmission.

For another example we can think of is the advanced

TABLE I
PN MANAGER API

1. Session Management
Authentication Request connection to the PN Manager.

Checks the userID/password and assigns
a VN ID.

2. Collection of Network Information
Permitted resource Request information of nodes and TE-

links with those properties such as ID,
topology, switching capability and reserv-
able bandwidth, that are permitted to the
VN as dedicated or shared.

Allocated resource Request info. of nodes and TE-links that
are already allocated to the VN.

Optical paths Request status of layer-1 LSPs setup.
IP topology Request info. of layer-3 status such as

topology and reservable bandwidth.
MPLS paths Request status of MPLS LSPs setup upon

the IP network.
Measured traffic Request information of amount of mea-

sured traffic at each IP link.
3. Resource allocation
Obtain resource Request allocation of nodes and TE-links

selected from the permitted resources.
Return resource Give back nodes and TE-links from the

resources allocated to the VN.
4. Path setup
Create optical path Request setup of layer-1 LSP along the

designated layer-1 nodes and configura-
tion of the routers to associate the LSP
as an IP link.

Delete optical path Request teardown of layer-1 LSP.
Create MPLS path Request setup of MPLS LSP along the

designated layer-3 nodes.
Delete MPLS path Request teardown of MPLS LSP.
5. Notification
Traffic monitoring Notify the agent of a detection of traffic

volume exceeded the threshold at a IP link
in the corresponding VN.

Network failure Notify the agent of a detection of a failure
of a link or node allocated to the corre-
sponding VN.

6. Resource permission control
Configure permis-
sion

Request assignment of permission of each
of the resources for the VNs. This method
is only allowed for administratoor of the
PN.

distributed computing, such as grid computing and datacenters.
For large scale grid computing, computers distributed in re-
mote sites need to exchange huge amount of traffic. Therefore,
the scheduling system that allocates compter resources to a
request may also allocate network resources for setting up
high-capacity optical paths between computers at the same
time, making use of the PN Manager API. Similarly, future
datacenters are expected to handle large and fluctuating traffic
between servers. It may optimize the datacenter network by
deploying an agent using the PN Manager API in order to
dynamically re-provision the path setup between the top-of-
rack switches. Furthermore, recent datacenter servers support
quick failover by virtual machine migration technologies.
Optical path may be used to carry the heavy traffic for



synchronization of active and standby servers. Management
system of the datacenter may invoke the PN Manager API in
case of failover, so that the path will be changed to be setup
between the new active server, which had been the standby
before failover, and the new standby server.

We have also designedV NAgent as an instance of an agent
using the PN manager API. This agent is designed considering
a general network operation workflow for carrier’s service.
Main aim of the functionalities is to design the optimal IP
topology according to the given traffic matrix. It provides
a basic package of functions needed for traffic engineering.
Details are shown in section III.

E. Implementation of the PN Manager

We have implemented the PN Manager that supports the
specifications addressed above. Details of the implementation
are shown as follows.

1) Interface: API for the agents is implemented to support
the methods shown in table I. Methods can be invoked by
CORBA, and parameters are describeed in a XML format.

As previously mentioned, information of the optical re-
sources such as nodes, TE-links and the topology are au-
tomatically collected from the optical network by listening
to OSPF-TE advertisements (LSA packets). For this purpose,
PNMngr has direct layer-2 connectivity with the control plane
of the optical network. Note that all of the GMPLS nodes are
connected to the control plane. It is used for optical resource
advertisement (OSPF-TE) and signaling (RSVP-TE) between
the nodes.

In addition, PN Manager collects the layer-3 information
in order to be aware and notice the agents of the status of
the IP network of each VN. For this purpose, PN Manager is
also connected to the layer-3 data plane, which is formed by
optical paths established by the PN Manager itself. Generally,
control packets such as OSPF-TE advertisements and RSVP-
TE signaling messages in an IP network are “in-channel” of
the data links. Through listening to OSPF-TE LSAs that are
advertised in this data plane, PN Manager collects information
of the IP network.

PN Manager collects measured traffic of each IP link by
requesting interface MIBs via SNMP protocol. This is done
periodically in order to be aware of the real-time state of the
network load.

For triggering RSVP-TE signaling to setup and teardown
optical and MPLS paths, PN Manager directly edits the
configuration and invokes commit commands of the IP routers.
This is done by telnet CLI through the management plane. PN
Manager and all of the nodes have direct layer-2 connectivity
to the management plane.

2) Resource management:Link resources are handled in a
unit called TE-link which defined in the GMPLS technology.
We can describe and utilize the resource to setup optical paths
because properties of TE-link provides sufficient information
of the link such as connected node address, link address,
maximum and minimum reservable bandwidth, switching ca-
pability (fiber, lambda, TDM and packet), shared risk link
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Fig. 2. Assumed cycle of the VN operation.

group, and so on. As mentioned above, each of the resources
are assigned permission for the VNs. Resources are permitted
as either dedicated or shared. Shared resources can be noticed
by multiple VNs, but it will be allocated to only one of that
VNs. Sharing the unallocated resources enables capital cost
reduction of the physical network infrastructure, by sharing the
redundant resource that should have been prepared for each of
the network service if no virtualization is adopted.

III. D ESIGN OFVN AGENT

In this section, we describe a design of theV NAgent as an
instance of an agent that is a user of the PN Manager API. This
agent is designed to enable a general network operation cycle
for carrier’s service. We focus on designing the optimal VNT
(IP topology) according to the given traffic matrix. Optimal
VNT is calculated in order to maximize the amount of traffic
that the VN can accommodate, while minimizing the required
amount of network resources. Resource required for a VN
may be different at different time of the day, week or year. A
part of resource used in a VN at a certain term may be given
back to the PN and may be utilized in another VN at another
term. Therefore, optimizing the VNT and dynamic adaptation
to the traffic changes lead to reduce the total network resource
required in the physical network.

A. VN operation cycle

We assume an operation cycle as shown in Fig.2. First,
VN operator designs the initial VNT manually considering
the assumed pattern of the traffic demand. After the VNT
is constructed, it will be reconfigured according to the mea-
surements of injected traffic. This cycle of measurement and
reconfiguration is the fundamental part of the assumed network
operation. Within the cycle, VN requests additional resource
to the PN when it lacks of resource to accommodate the traffic
demand.

B. Functions

VN Agent provides a basic package of functions needed for
traffic engineering. The operation cycle in Fig.2 is one of the
use case enabled by making use of them. Major functions are
listed as follows.



1) Resource Management:This function is triggered man-
ually by the operator. It requests information of resources
allocated to the VN, and stores in the database. Operators
can view the resources currently allocated to the VN. It also
requests and let the operator confirm the resources that are
not allocated to any of the VN, and are assigned permission
to the VN. According to the request by the operator, it requests
additional allocation of resources to the PN Mangaer. It gives
back of them to the PN Manager as well.

2) VNT Editorial: This functions allows the operator to
design and configure the VNT manually. Using the editorial
window of the GUI tool, operators can draw routes of the
layer-1 or MPLS LSPs upon a network map, clicking the
nodes along the desired route. Note that if the operator selects
only the endpoints of the LSP, VN Agent will automatically
compute the route by the path computation function described
in the following. Route of LSPs drawn on the window or those
already established can be easily modified by drag-and-drop of
the lines. Operator selects the commit command when finished
the VNT editorial. VN Agent will analyze the difference
between the edited and current path setup, and creates a
scenario of invoking the PN Managaer API. After the operator
confirms the scenario, VN Agent will send messages such as
path setup, teardown, modify requests to the PN Manager.

3) Path Computation:This function provides path com-
putation of the layer-1 and MPLS LSP according to the
request from the operator. Properties of the requested path
that the operator can specify is shown in table II. Using the
GUI tool for VN Agent, source/destination router IDs are
automatically set by clicking the node icons on the network
map. LSP can be added a redundant path for failover by path
protection options. Protection paths can be found considering
not sharing the nodes and/or the links with the primary path.
For considering SRLG (Shared Risk Link Groups), we use the
WSRLG (Weighted Shared Risk Link Group) algorithm. For
advanced control, operators can specify the switching capa-
bility, encoding type and the administrative group (resource
color), if needed.

TABLE II
LSP PROPERTIES FOR PATH COMPUTATION.

Property Layer-1 LSP MPLS LSP
Source/destination router ID m m
Bandwidth m o
Path protection o o
Switching Capability o
Encoding Type o
Administrative Group o

m: mandatoryo: optional

4) Network State Monitoring:VN Agent obtains measured
traffic information by periodical and/or manual polling to
the PN Manager, or receiving notification of exceeding the
threshold, from the PN Manger. Operators can be aware of
the amount of measured traffic at each of the IP links. It can
be seen not only as a list, but also on the network map. Color
of the link will change according to the measured traffic. For

example, it will turn to red when traffic exceeds the upper
threshold, and turn to blue when traffic falls short of the lower
threshold. VN Agent is notified of the failure of links from the
PN Manger as well. By these functions, operators can always
be aware of the network state and utilization, and take quick
action for failures or dynamic fluctuation of the traffic demand.

5) Traffic Matrix Estimation:Traffic matrix is the amount
of data traffic between every pair of network ingress/egress
points. Understanding traffic matrices is crucial for traffic
engineering. For example, we cannot determine which flows
to be rerouted in order to balance the link loads if we only
know the traffic amount at each link. VN Agent provides an
traffic matrix estimation function based on the tomogravity
method [14] that gives an calculation for a given set of link
traffic measurements and routing information. Details of the
algorithm and performance evaluation regarding the computing
time and accuracy is described in [15]. Result of the estimation
can be viewed by the operator graphically on the GUI. It is
also used in the VNT computation explained in the next part.

6) VNT Reconfiguration:This function computes and pro-
poses to the operator of the best way to change the VNT
configuration in response to the dynamic change of traffic
demands. It is done by considering the estimated traffic matrix,
but does not compute the optimal VNT for that. Redesigning
the optimal VNT without taking the current VNT into account
may cause drastic change of the optical paths. Furthermore,
traffic matrix estimation may sometimes make errors. Oper-
ators cannot take risk of making a drastic reconfiguration of
the VNT fully depending on the estimation results. Hence,
we employ an heuristic algorithm that gradually changes the
VNT. Essentially, it is a step-by-step operation coping for each
of the highly loaded link. It tries to balance the link load by
selecting a flow that can be rerouted, from flows traversing
the loaded link. A new route may be created by setting
up a new optical path. Result of traffic matrix estimation
is used here in order to detect the flows coming into this
link. By dividing the whole VNT transition sequence into
multiple transitions, estimation errors are calibrated at each
stage by using network state information of prior stages. Our
approach tries to increase the constraint conditions for traffic
matrix estimation by introducing partial reconfiguration, and
to relax the impact of estimation errors by limiting the number
of optical paths reconfigured at each stage. Details of the
algorithm are described in [16], and Fig. 3 shows an example
of the reconfiguration.

IV. W IDE-AREA EXPERIMENT

In January and February 2011, we have conducted an
experiment to show the proof of our concept and confirm
the benefits of our network virtualization architecture. The IP-
optical network consisted of nine IP routers and seven OXCs
was implemented upon JGN2plus[17], the Japanese national
R&E testbed.

Three VNs were constructed upon the IP-optical network.
Operation to assign permission of each of the resources to the
VNs was done through the GUI tool of the PN Manager, and
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Fig. 3. Dynamic reconfiguration of VNT adaptive to the change in traffic
patterns.

it took only about 30 minutes. Operations to form each of
the VNTs by VN operators were also done within about 30
minutes. Processing time of a single optical path setup was
15.8 [sec]. From these results we confirmed the quickness of
the deployment of VNs.

Three different parties had done their experiment using
the VNs. Each of them had carried out testing, experiments,
measurement and demonstrations during the experiment event
which lasted about a month. They transmitted many kinds of
traffic, and frequently changed the VNT by setting up and tear-
ing down the optical paths. We confirmed that these activities
were done simultaneously without any problem regarding the
shared control of the IP-optical network.

In VN#1, an experiment of dynamic reconfiguration of the
VNT was done. In accordance to the measured traffic, optical
paths were set up and tore down in order to change the VNT
to an optimal topology which was automatically calculated
by the optional function of VN Agent. VN#2 transmitted
compressed HDTV video with about 300 Mbps for live broad-
casting in actual TV program. Furthermore, VN#3 transmitted
uncompressed 4K HDTV video stream consuming about 6.4
Gbps. Exclusive use of the optical paths provided sufficient
performance for them. Main objective of the experiment in
VN#3 was verifying the high transmission capacity of an
advanced wireless communication system. The network re-
source of 10 Gbps connection and the wireless communication
system were desired to be used also in the experiment upon
VN#2. Therefore, we have dynamically changed the resource
allocation so that these resources were moved from VN#3 to
VN#2. Through this operation, we confirmed that our network
virtualization concept enables dynamic reallocation of the
network resources. Users of VN#3 were engineers of wireless
devices who are not skilled of optical network technologies.
They were not aware of the configuration of the network
equipments. However, only with a brief lecture of the usage
of GUI tool of the VN Agent, they were able to continue
switching over the transmission path between the primary path
using the wireless connection and the backup path by setting
up and tearing down the optical paths by their own. This proves
the ability of open and user-friendly VNT control enabled by
our network virtualization architecture and the functions of
VN Agent.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on our proposed architecture of network virtualiza-
tion, we have implemented PN Manager and VN Agent that
construct and operate multiple virtual networks. Experiment
had successfully confirmed that the proposed architecture and
implementation were able to provide functionalities to meet
the four requirements; isolation, open control, quickness and
dyanamic reallocation. For further study, we plan to enhance
our architecture to support multi-layer, multi-domain virtual
networks. We also pursue scalability in terms of number of
network nodes and number of VNs that the PN Manager can
support.
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